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• Presentation slides will be posted shortly after the session at: 
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• If you’d like CEU credits for this session, please complete the survey that you will 
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https://www.ohsu.edu/oregon-office-of-rural-health/forum-aging-rural-oregon
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1. Download the Whova App: 
Search "Whova" in the App Store on your iPhone or iPad, or in Google Play 
on your Android phone or tablet.

2. Search for “Forum on Aging in Rural Oregon”.
3. Sign in with your email and this code: ForumonAging2022
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INTROS

• First name

• Population you work with

• Hope for this workshop



STORIES

✓Age related values from Erikson’s 
Developmental Model

✓Connecting  & Exploring

✓Interpreting story

✓Collaborating



GIVING STORY 
MEANING AND CONTEXT 
FOR THE WHOLE PERSON



PAIN (OR OTHER) THEORY AND MOTIVATIONAL INTERVIEWING 

Motivational Interviewing

Adapted with permission.  Cuccarro, K. (2018). The Pain Course. Straight Shot Health

Feelings
Affect

Beliefs
Thought Process
Past Behavior
Culture
Values
Perceptions



MOTIVATIONAL INTERVIEWING (MI)

MI is a collaborative, goal oriented style of communication 
with particular attention to the language of change. It is 
designed to strengthen personal motivation for  and 
commitment to a specific goal by eliciting and exploring the 
person’s own reasons for change within an atmosphere of 
acceptance and compassion

Developed by Bill Miller and Steve Rollnick in the 1980’s for  work in addictions, updated 2012



Interconnected
• Therapeutic communication
• Narrative Medicine
• Patient/relationship centered care
• Unconscious bias

• Intro to MI- MI spirit; MI skills
• practice MI

• Advanced Reflections & Change 
talk
• practice MI

• More strategic MI skills
• practice MI

Supportive
• Change process
• Behavioral Theory
• Holistic wellness 

approach

Optional
• Coaching on MI skills
• Group MI
• Supervisory MI
• Leadership (MILO)
• Coding audio tapes
• Training the trainer of MI



TRADITIONAL CLIENT EDUCATION

Watch: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=80XyNE89eCs

▪ Potential steps in traditional provider 
approaches:
 Find out what the issue is

 Explain/persuade why the client should be doing the 
behavior

 Give 3 benefits for change

 Give advice about how  to do it

 Emphasize any negative consequences

 Gain consensus about a plan



REAL PLAY

▪ Choose 3-4 behaviors you have been told you should change 
or you believe you should change

▪ Realize they can come from any of the 6 health domains

▪ Keep the choices comfortable for general discussion

▪ Choose 1 behavior you are especially resistant to change

▪ Choose 1-2 behaviors you feel 2 ways about

▪ Choose 1 behavior you are feeling confident about taking on in 
the very near future.  

(Miller & Rollnick, 2012)



WHAT IS A BEHAVIOR?

Behavioral 
Goal
Pain 

Management

the way in which a person, organism, or group responds to a specific set of conditions….



BEHAVIOR FOCUS 
95 ARTICLES (PAIN AND MOTIVATIONAL INTERVIEWING)

✓Medication Management

✓Therapy

✓Exercise

✓Opioid use

✓Workman’s Compensation

✓Rheumatoid Arthritis

✓Post-surgical pain

✓Long Covid

✓Chronic Pain

✓Fibromyalgia

✓Pain management

✓Cancer pain

✓Pain in childhood

✓Musculoskelatal pain



WHAT IS A BEHAVIOR?

• Multiple factors influence a single behavioral choice 

• Describe

• Time or other dimensions for movement toward a 
behavior.

• Describe

• What are behaviors you deal with in your life or practice?



Change is a Process

1. Establish knowledge
• understand the concept
• value the new action

Paths of Behavioral Change (Adapted from Donatelle & Davis, 2000)

2. Value the behavior
• believe the new action is 

possible

3. Feel the change
• confidence for change
• need proof of change

4.  New Skills
• possess new skills
• practice new skills regularly

5.  Attain new behavior-
• real-life skill practice
• new habit



Stages of Change 
(Prochaska & DiClemente, 1983)

Precontemplation

Contemplation

PreparationAction

Maintenance

Increase Pro’s

Decrease con’s

Relapse



Application of SOC

▪ Find a partner or you can do this yourself
▪ Assign one as coach and one as client
▪ The coach works the client through the 

Readiness for Change worksheet.
▪ Debrief about what the client discovered
▪ Switch places if enough time
▪ 4-5 min each



Integrated Behavioral Model (Fishbein, 2000, Montano & Kasprzyk, 2008)

the happiness I feel



APPLICATION OF IBM

• Find a partner or do on your own

• Assign one as coach and one as client

• The coach works the client through Integrating Factors for Change

• Debrief about what the client discovered

• Switch places if enough time

• 4-5 min each



IMPLEMENTATION INTENTIONS MODEL
GOLLWITZER  (1999); MODEL BY SIMPRIANO ET AL, (2015)

• If-then planning for potential obstacles.



A GUIDING METHOD
• The Effective Physician: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=URiKA7CKtfc&feature=related

• Elements of MI conversation:

• Ask open ended questions- Why would you want to make this change?

• Listen with empathy, non-judgment , reflectively

• Validate- affirm

• If you decide to make this change, how might you go about it in order to succeed?

• What are the 3 best reasons for you to do it?

• Develop discrepancy- How important would you say it is for you to make this change on a 
scale from 0-10?

• Why are you at a X rather than Y? (lower) what would it take to get you from X to Z? 
(higher)

• Summarize- did I get it all?

• So what do you think you’ll do?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=URiKA7CKtfc&feature=related


RESISTANCE: DON’T FALL INTO THE TRAP!

◼ Resistance is a predictor of poor outcome (Miller & Rollnick, 2002; 2013).

◼ Resistance is reflective of patient ambivalence or low motivation (Engle & Arkowitz, 

2006; Miller & Rollnick, 2002) and is often triggered by the provider  pushing for change 

(Beutler, Harwood, Michelson, Song, & Holman, 2011)

◼ Pushing against resistance tends to focus on and amplify it (Hettema, Steele & Miller, 

2005).

◼ Reducing resistance increases the odds of a good clinical outcome (Amrhein et al., 

2003).

◼ MI increases personal motivation and decreased resistance (Westra, 2011)



READINESS TO HEAR STORY - MI SPIRIT

➢Genuine/transparent

➢Warmth/trustworthy

➢Collaborate/Partner

➢Evocation/self-story

➢Compassion

➢Acceptance

✓ Empathy

✓ Affirmation

✓ Absolute Worth

✓ Autonomy/choice 

➢ Empathy (accurate understanding) is: 
✓ Understanding another’s story
✓ Understanding breadth/depth of feeling

(affect) or meaning (beliefs)
✓ Seeking breadth/depth of values, strength, 

effort & talent it takes to change

“If you’re brave enough to live it, the least I can do is listen.”  Ruby by Cynthia Bond, Pg 298



CULTURE & SCIENCE OF STORY THROUGH MI

➢50+ languages

➢Research Trials indicate:

✓1 MI session at intake = better outcomes

✓2 MI sessions > effective than 1

✓Change Talk = Better outcomes

✓ effective therapist has empathy, acceptance, & genuineness

✓MI is > effective in “less motivated”, angry/resistant, or minority clients



➢ First: 

✓ Deal with Ambivalence

✓ Build Motivation for Change

➢ Then: Strengthen 
Commitment to 
Change

(Miller & Rollnick, 2013)



• Patient centered

• A safe place to be vulnerable

• Desired characteristics of coach

⚫ Empathy – accurate understanding

⚫ Curiosity

⚫ Warmth

⚫ Acceptance

⚫ Genuineness

⚫ Egalitarianism - equality

(Miller & Rollnick, 2012)



• Set an agenda together

• Good place for Readiness to Change 

• Explore Discord usually created by the coach

• Determine the behavioral goal- find the ‘it’

• Questions:

• What goals does the individual have?

• What are my  goals?

• Is this a guided discussion toward goals or is it one of “equipoise”/ 
exploration without a goal.

(Miller & Rollnick, 2012 adapted with permission form Krabill, K. 2014)



Sustain Talk Change Talk Commitment

• I don’t want to…
• That is not a good fit for me…
• I don’t think I can…
• That isn’t important to me…
• Not a priority right now… 

• I would like to explore more on….
• That sounds interesting…
• How do I get more information on….
• I’m confident I can take this on…
• This is so important to me
• I’m going to make an appointment 

to…

• I will….
• I’m taking steps to…
• I’ve already tried… 
• I have an appointment to… 
• I am so ready to…



• Ambivalence is inherent in change - explore ambivalence

• Use the confidence/importance rulers

• How important is it for you to make this change?

• How confident are you that you can make this change?

• A good place to use Integrating Factors for Change

• Roll with Sustain Talk from the client

• Am I creating discord with too much/too fast?

• Listen for Change talk

(Miller & Rollnick, 2012 adapted with permission form Krabill, K. 2014)



EVOKING   - QUESTIONS

• Tell me about…

• What concerns do you have…?

• If you were to make this change: 

• What are 3 benefits of this change?

• What is the BEST reason for change?

• What steps might you take to succeed?

• IF you were to look forward 5 years- how do you see this change impacting your life?

• What did your life look like 3 years ago? How does that compare to now? If you 
continued as you are now, what would your life look like 3 years into the future?

(Miller & Rollnick, 2012 adapted with permission form Krabill, K. 2014)



• Implementation Intention Model worksheet is useful

• Explore what plans the individual already has.

• Explore resources and barriers

• Offer information with permission

• Continue to Evoke ideas vs prescribe a plan

• Questions:

• What remaining concerns do you have?

• What do you think you’ll do next?

• How might I help you with that?

(Miller & Rollnick, 2013 adapted with permission form Krabill, K. 2014)



Goal focused, Engagement & Guiding Skills 

OARS DARN-CATs

 Open Ended questions

 Affirmations

 Reflection

 Summary

 Desire (want, wish, like)

 Ability (can/could, able)

 Reasons (Benefits/risks, why)

 Need (Importance)

Changing Context

 Commitment (I will)

 Activation (I’ve started)

 Taking Steps 

(Miller & Rollnick, 2013)



WHAT IS THE BEHAVIOR(S)?

• “My joints are so swollen sometimes.  At times it just hurts to move.  
Other times, they are just the way they are and I have learned to do 
things despite the difficulty.

• Sometimes I have trouble sleeping because of it. I don’t like taking pain 
or sleeping pills, but I’m needing something.

• I’m generally healthy and active.  Sometimes, it is harder to move, but I 
eat right and do things with my family.  

• I’m missing working on my crafts and quilting and feel like I’m missing 
out when I can’t work on something with my artsy friends.  

• When I’m tired or in pain, I feel crankier and that can mess up time spent 
with friends or family and then I feel cranky and lonely.”



KEY ELEMENTS FOR EXPLORING THE STORY: OARS

➢ Open-ended questions: Explains 8% of reasons for Change talk. 

✓ Opens possibilities of acceptance and trust.

✓ Encourages person to talk and coach to listen.

✓ Offers exploration of ambivalence.

✓ Provide opportunity for affirmations, reflections and 
summary.

(Miller & Rollnick, 2013)



ELICITING STORIES

• What brings you here today?

• When you think of …, what comes to mind?

• What is your experience with … 

• with this situation?

• within the last year?

• over your lifetime?

• in your family/culture/support group?



CONVERTING QUESTIONS FOR IMPACT

Backward Focus Forward Focus

Why haven’t you been able to take 
your meds?   

What can you do this week to move 
forward with your medications?

Why didn’t you follow through with 
that?

What will help you follow through 
with that? 

Dictate Solutions Facilitate Solutions

What about starting exercise? Sounds like exercise might be one 
option.  What else have you thought 

of?

What about taking more meds? When you think about times you’ve 
been able to manage your joints 

what things have worked for you?



CREATE AN OPEN QUESTION TO CONTINUE THE 
CONVERSATION

1. I’ve never liked exercising, but I need to do something.

2. I don’t see why I have to take these pills.  They seem to mess with my 
body.

3. I love my kids, but they treat me like I’m old and don’t understand.

4. I know eating fruits and veges are good for me, but I really have a hard 
time with them.

5. I’m feeling so anxious and like nothing will work.  



KEY ELEMENTS: OARS

➢ Affirmations- Explains 19% of reasons for Change talk. 

• Affirmations build confidence, and reinforces rapport & open 
explorations.

• strengths - talents - efforts - values + Evidence = Affirm

(Miller & Rollnick, 2013)



AFFIRMATION SAMPLES

➢“You have a real talent for organizing and that skill seems like it  
helps you take your medications routinely!”

➢“It took courage to take this big step in coming here today.”

➢“You’re clearly a resourceful person, to cope with such difficulties 
for so long.”

➢You’re a warrior by fighting for a program that works best for you.”

➢“I’m glad you came, I’ve  enjoyed talking with you today.”



FIND THE AFFIRMATIONS

• “My joints are so swollen sometimes.  At times it just hurts to move.  
Other times, they are just the way they are and I have learned to do 
things despite the difficulty.

• Sometimes I have trouble sleeping because of it. I don’t like taking pain or 
sleeping pills, but I’m needing something.

• I’m generally healthy and active.  Sometimes, it is harder to move, but I 
eat right and do things with my family.  

• I’m missing working on my crafts and quilting and feel like I’m missing out 
when I can’t work on something with my artsy friends.  

• When I’m tired or in pain, I feel crankier and that can mess up time spent 
with friends or family and then I feel cranky and lonely.”



STRENGTHS, TALENTS, OR EFFORTS

 Curious

 Family Oriented

 Imaginative

 Intelligent

 Motivated

 Observant

 Optimistic

 Patient

 Persistent

 Persuasive

 Researcher

 Resourceful

 Resilient

 Strong

 Sympathetic

 Team Player

 Thrifty

 Tolerant

 Active

 Articulate

 Brave

 Cautious

 Competent

 Conscientious

 Courageous

 Creative

 Critical Thinker



KEY ELEMENTS: OARS

➢ Reflective listening:  Explains 7% of reasons for Change talk. 

✓ Active   Empathic Evocative   

✓ Simple, but not easy

✓ A best guess to content, meaning, or feeling

✓ Engages the client in processing their thoughts and feelings.

➢ Ratio of questions to reflections: 1 to 3

➢ A reflection is a statement- not a question

(Miller & Rollnick, 2013)



REFLECTING FEELINGS WORDS FROM THE STORY

 Hopeful or hopeless

 Un/Happy 

 Peaceful or Distressed

 Clear headed or cloudy

 Un/Comfortable

 Un/Fulfilled 

 Relieved or not

 Trusting or not

 Afraid or not

 Frustrated or not

 Confused or focused

 Dis/Connected

 Ashamed or proud

 Discouraged or 
Courageous

 Vulnerable

 Open/closed hearted

 Confident or not

 Safe or insecure

 Un/Involved 

 Stimulated or not

 Energetic or not

 Vibrant or Burned Out

 Grateful or not

 Un/Rested

On the one hand you’re feeling frustrated about managing your painful joints with 
medications on the other hand excited about getting back to quilting and crafts.



REFLECTING MEANING WORDS FROM THE STORY

 Not accepted

 Not normal

 A warrior/conquorer

 A Pain manager

 Not safe to be around

 Worthless

 My culture believes in 
calling out pain

 My culture believes in 
ignoring pain

 This may break me

 My family deals with 
pain…

 I’ve always dealt 
with pain…

 Disability

 Not independent

 Not whole

 Unlovable 

 Not Me

 Not capable

 I’m weak/Strong

 Low/High pain 
tolerance



COMPLEX REFLECTIONS

• Reflective listening:  Explains 7% of reasons for Change talk. 

• Explore the layers of meaning or feeling with BEST guess

• Know your own population -word choices are important because they mean 
different things to different people

• Can deeply explore both sides of an issue.

Choice Feeling Meaning Values Strategies

Taking medication ? ? ? Evoke, Strengthen confidence, autonomy, 
choice, safety.  

Not taking medication ? ? ? Evoke, Strengthen importance, explore 
options/plan. 



CREATE REFLECTIONS

• “My joints are so swollen sometimes.  At times it just hurts to move.  
Other times, they are just the way they are and I have learned to do 
things despite the difficulty.

• Sometimes I have trouble sleeping because of it. I don’t like taking pain or 
sleeping pills, but I’m needing something.

• I’m generally healthy and active.  Sometimes, it is harder to move, but I 
eat right and do things with my family.  

• I’m missing working on my crafts and quilting and feel like I’m missing out 
when I can’t work on something with my artsy friends.  

• When I’m tired or in pain, I feel crankier and that can mess up time spent 
with friends or family and then I feel cranky and lonely.”



Giving Information

What do they already know?

Some information Not much or misunderstood
information

Explore with evoking questions
And/or 

Reflect their understanding or interest in this issue

Would you be interested in more information on this topic?

Yes No
“I’m available if you have any questions”Provide the information in neutral way

“some of my patients have found…”

Explore fit of information
“Did this give you any thoughts?”

Ethically required to share
“I’m required to tell you…”



REFLECTING THE STORY & AFFIRMING THE 
STORYTELLER

➢Choose 1 of the following issues to clarify (consider placing pain in the 
statement):

✓What it was like growing up in my home.

✓Ways in which I have changed as a person over the years

✓ The good or not so good things about high school or college

✓What I hope/plan to do over the next 10 years

✓Describe one of my parents/or other close person

✓How I came to do the kind of work I am doing.

✓What aging means to me. 

Adapted with permisson from Train the Trainer Workbook, 2008



QUESTIONS?

e-mail: kns_cns@msn.com
503-930-5097



PRACTICE MI:  EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION

• YouTube.com

• Type Effective Physician (if it doesn’t come up type MerloLabs) 

• There are also Effective and Ineffective Pharmacist and Dentist.

• Improving your Skills- watch these YouTube at home.

• Write O, A, R, S on a piece of paper

• Place tick marks beside each letter for each time you hear the related skill in the video.  Compare 
to the Ineffective videos just to see the differences… 

• Advanced Work- write CT (Change Talk) and C (commitment) and capture these elements

• A strategy game: https://kathlynnnorthrup-snyder.com/tutorials/driving-miss-
james/story_html5.html

• Digital Value Card Sort: https://kathlynnnorthrup-snyder.com/tutorials/100-value-card-sort-
storyline/story_html5.html

https://kathlynnnorthrup-snyder.com/tutorials/driving-miss-james/story_html5.html
https://kathlynnnorthrup-snyder.com/tutorials/100-value-card-sort-storyline/story_html5.html
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 Miller, W. R., & Rollnick, S. Motivational interviewing: Preparing people for change 
(3rd ed.) (2013). New York: Guilford Press.

 Miller, W. R., & Moyers T. B. (2021). Effective Psychotherapists: Clinical Skills that 
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Thank You, Partners!


